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Elegant, versatile, unique: Happy D.2 in linen. The bathroom series exudes a feminine chic through a distinctive language - 
sleek design and soft curves are topped off by the utmost in functionality. The Duravit bathroom - synonymous with 
beauty, quality, and technology. There is nothing quite like a Duravit original. To find out more: Phone 0845 500 7787, 
info@uk.duravit.com, www.duravit.co.uk

New linen fi nish bathroom furniture: 
bring bathroom dreams to life
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EDITOR’S LETTER

Jo-Anne Wright, Managing Editor

W E L C O M E

As well as being an avid cook, I’m also one of the grow your own tribe -- nothing 
tastes better than freshly dug new potatoes… As I write this my kitchen windowsills 

are full of little pots and trays of seedlings as I keep one eye on the weather 
(particularly the last frost) and try to deduce the right time to plant them out. 

Last year I enjoyed Black Russian tomatoes -- a great new twist with mozzarella 
and basil. Spurred on by growing and tasting fruit and vegetables not widely 
available, this year I’m trying a range of seeds from the Heritage Seed Library

that aims to conserve vegetable varieties for future generations. 

Britain has a great heritage for all manner of things -- particularly so when 
it comes to craftsmanship. We have a superb pool of talent in the UK -- 

time-served people skilled at making kitchen cabinets boasting raised and 
fielded panel doors, dovetail jointed drawers, finished in book-matched 

exotic veneers… The most innovative companies add to this quality 
workmanship the best in contemporary design coupled with the 

ever-desirable unique new twist -- turn to British flair on page 48 for more.

harveyjones.com
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Combining inspired British design, ingenious storage solutions and a wealth 
of options and styles, The Very British Collection makes it easy to create a 
kitchen that fits your space, and your way of living, beautifully. 

Visit theverybritishcollection.co.uk to find your local retailer.

INTRODUCING THE VERY
BRITISH COLLECTION .

PA RT O F 
T H E V ERY B R I T I S H

CO L L E C T I O N
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Introducing the new Perrin & Rowe 3 in 1 hot tap

New advanced technology

Dispenses hot, cold and up to 98°C steaming hot filtered water from 1 tap

Perfect for hot drinks, cooking, food preparation and cleaning

Innovative 2.4 litre digital tank with touch screen display

Water saving, time saving and energy efficient

Spit-free with zero run off   

Always innovating, never duplicating

For more information please call +44 (0) 1708526261 or visit www.perrinandrowe.co.uk
 Unit 1, Gateway XIII, Ferry Lane, Rainham, Essex, RM13 9JY
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FOR A  MATKI  SHOWERING BROCHURE AND NEAREST  BATHROOM SPECIAL IST  CALL  01454 328 811 |  WWW.MATKI .CO.UK 

M a t k i  E a u Z o n e  P l u s  10 m m  S l i d i n g  D o o r  f o r  C o r n e r  o r  R e c e s s . 

C o n t e m p o r a r y  s t y l e ,  t e c h n i c a l  i n n o v a t i o n .  B e a u t i f u l l y  e n g i n e e r e d  i n  t h e  U K
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A MEMBER OF THE NEVILLE JOHNSON GROUP

SALE

LONDON W1 020 7499 5145

CHELSEA 020 7584 1218

BRISTOL 01179 730 981

ESHER 01372 462 378

ALDERLEY EDGE 01625 599 636 

ALTRINCHAM 0161 929 5392

BEACONSFIELD 01494 673 443 

BRENTWOOD 01277 214 587

TOMHOWLEY.CO.UK/KUKB     CALL: 0161 848 1200 FOR A BROCHURE. QUOTE CODE K-UKB14
FREE DESIGN SERVICE                AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE                BRITISH CRAFTSMANSHIP                UNRIVALLED QUALITY    
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The SineTempore elm wood kitchen 
from Valcucine is made using 
traditional handcrafting techniques, 
including woodcarving and inlay. 
The cabinetry has an Olmo Tattile 
elm finish and worktops in Pacific 
grey quartz stone. Worktops are also 
available in bushhammered marble, 
a treatment for stone that creates 
a slightly corrugated surface giving 
it an appearance that is similar to 
the natural raw material. Price on 
request. london.valcucine.com

17
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This slick kitchen features a Neolith 
by TheSize Iron Grey hardwearing 
worktop that has a satin finish which 
gives it its subtle shine. Neolith is 
available in thicknesses of 3mm, 6mm 
or 12mm. From £660 per square metre 
for 12mm thickness. thesize.es
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[01] AEG ProCombi Plus integrated oven, the fi rst of its kind that automatically steams, bakes, stews 
and roasts and also has a sous vide function, price on request, aeg.co.uk  [02] Gorenje CMA9200UX coffee 
machine with LCD display, timer function and tea brewing option, £1,200, gorenje.co.uk  [03] Waterworks 

Regulator one-hole Gooseneck tap in a nickel fi nish, with funky single wheel handle, £2,030, uk.waterworks.com
[04] Hub Kitchens Concept T45 Evo handleless kitchen with doors in Betulla Veneer beige and island

in Eco Malta Cementogrey, from £50,000, hub kitchens.com  [05] Tile Mountain Moments 
glazed porcelain fl oor tiles, £15 per square metre, tilemountain.co.uk

05.
04.

01.

03.

8. Sensio's LED PAD (HR)

02. 03.

04.
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MATRIX KITCHENS
KNIGHTSBRIDGE

10 Thurloe Place
Knightsbridge
London
SW7 2RZ

Tel: 020 7808 0340
design@matrixkitchens.co.uk
www.matrixkitchens.co.uk

W W W . M A T R I X K I T C H E N S . C O . U K

Matrix FPA Utopia77 dec.indd   1 15/10/2013   14:28Matrix FPA Utopia July.indd   1 17/09/2014   10:20



This Hartford kitchen by Tom Howley is hand-painted in a neutral Chicory grey from 
the company’s TH paint range. It features open display shelving and sleek Silestone 

Yukon off-white worktops. Kitchen from £35,000. tomhowley.co.uk
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[01] Neolith Estatuario porcelain worktop used in Poggenpohl’s +Modo kitchen. Kitchen from £30,000, 
poggenpohl.com  [02] Smeg KAT600HXE compact 600mm chimney extractor hood in stainless 

steel, £300, smeguk.com  [03] Blanco ZIA XL 6 S sink in Pearl Grey, £385, blanco.co.uk  
[04] Alno Concretto kitchen with a ceramic concrete-effect fi nish, price on request, 

alnokitchens.co.uk  [05] Caple Navitas single lever spray tap in chrome fi nish, £185, caple.co.uk
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 QUALITY - ELEGANT - AFFORDABLE

Available throughout the UK, including 8 exclusive showrooms:  
Dorking, Hammersmith, Hampstead, High Barnet, Loughton, Palmers Green, 
Twickenham and Wimbledon.

KITCHENS AND INTERIOR 

SOLUTIONS
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schmidt-kitchens.com
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The Squaro Prestige bath from Villeroy & Boch exudes luxury 
style. The elegant freestanding design has a hand-fitted naturally 

patterned real wood veneer exterior, which means each bath is 
completely unique. Price on request. villeroy-boch.co.uk

UTOPIA
LOVES

JULY Bathroom news.indd   27 20/05/2015   10:14



A DIVISION OF RETTIG (UK) LTD Eastern Avenue, Team Valley, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear NE11 0PG, UK
Sales: Tel 0845 070 1090  Fax 0845 070 1080      Email: uk@purmo.co.uk      www.purmo.com/en

Visit www.purmo.com/en or call 0845 070 1090

YOURHOME, YOUR STYLE,
YOUR COLOUR.

Inspirational designer radiators with vibrant splashes of colour. Choose from any RAL
colour, metallic or shimmer metallic finish for fresh modern living.

TINOS

28905 Design Product Ad- Utopia July15 Chosen_Layout 1  28/04/2015  15:12  Page 1
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29

Fir Italia’s ceiling-hung multifunctional Synergy Shower showerhead is controlled via a waterproof 
remote control. It features three unique shower jets that offer different spray experiences, each 

illuminated by integrated LED lighting. The showerhead is finished in chrome while the exterior is in 
Deep Nocturne dark Corian – a man-man solid surface material. Price on request. fir-italia.it/eng/
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[01] Inbani Fluent freestanding basin, available from West One Bathrooms, price on request,
westonebathrooms.com  [02] Caleido Shelf radiator with shelves, made of Corian, available wall-mounted

or freestanding, price on request, caleido.it  [03] Cielo Le Giare freestanding washbasin available from C. P. Hart, 
£6,120, cphart.co.uk  [04] Gessi Cono shower in a chrome finish, other finishes available, £1,030, gessi.com

[05] Laufen Val countertop asymmetric washbasin with semi-dry area, price on request, laufen.co.uk
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ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

Request your brochure:
Call 01255 831605

or go to: www.albionbathco.com

Who says that Free Standing baths are just for the occasional dunk?
All of Albion’s 54 different Free Standing baths can be combined with a practical 

and luxurious over-head shower. To save space over a separate shower enclosure bath, 
use our Effusio shower system. This mounts directly to the ceiling - meaning you can 
locate your bath away from a wall yet still have practical showering. 

Everyday luxury and practicality combined.

Apollo bath with Effusio over-bath shower system

Sumptuous beauty - everyday practicality

Utopia July '15.indd   1 06/05/2015   14:25
Albion FPA Utopia July.indd   1 13/05/2015   10:25
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[01] Lapèlle Luna leather wall tiles, available in a range of shapes and colours, price on request, 
lapelledesign.com  [02] Grohe Essence basin mixer in chrome finish, £175, grohe.com/uk  

[03] Victoria + Albert Lario 100 vanity unit in Stone Grey, £4,200, vandabaths.com  [04] Teuco Bordi countertop 
washbasin in Lunar Grey, made of Duralight, a solid surface material, price on request, teuco.com  

[05] Frontline Bathrooms SQ Mirrored Walk-in shower enclosure, from £385, frontlinebathrooms.co.uk
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This classic bathroom features a countertop 
Málaga basin made of white glazed 

vitreous china with Belgravia Crosshead 
nickel finish tap by Crosswater and a bath 

complemented by a matching Belgravia 
Crosshead nickel finish bath shower mixer. 

Basin from £210; basin mixer from £225; 
bath mixer from £555. crosswater.co.uk
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The Sontuoso from Alternative Bathrooms is an elegant deck-mounted washbasin. A smaller
version named Sontuoso Piccolo is also available, which is ideal for compact bathrooms or 

cloakrooms. Sontuoso £350; Sontuoso Piccolo £300. alternativebathrooms.com

35
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B A T H R O O M S

I ’M LOOKING FOR… A LOO

B A T H R O O M S
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3�

Clockwise from top left:
Keramag Preciosa II wall-hung geometric loo 
with matching bidet, £660, keramagdesign.com 
Bauhaus Bathrooms Svelte Platinum wall-hung 
loo with a platinum-effect glaze finish and soft-
close seat, £995, bauhaus-bathrooms.co.uk 
Ceramica Althea Hera cone-shaped loo with steel base 
and matching bidet, £225, en.altheaceramica.com

LOOS.indd   37 11/05/2015   16:43



[01] Keramag Citterio fl oorstanding loo in Alpine White with soft-close seat, £710, keramagdesign.com  
[02] Duravit SensoWash Slim removable washlet seat can be added to any compatible Duravit loo and has a rear,
front and oscillating wash, a remote control, a night light and soft-close, £1,010, duravit.co.uk  [03] Geberit AquaClean
8000plus washlet with oscillating spray with fi ve intensities, warm-air dryer and automatic odour extraction, 
£4,425, geberit-aquaclean.co.uk  [04] Toto Neorest AC Washlet with remote control, auto-close, open and fl ush 
plus heated seat, from £11,375, gb.toto.com  [05] Water is heated by an energy-effi cient instant water heater, 
which only heats the amount of water actually required Villeroy & Boch ViClean Leaf wall-hung washlet
with remote control, £1,380, villeroy-boch.co.uk

B A T H R O O M S
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The Crystal bathroom collection from Olympia Ceramica is named after its angled 
detailing that is intended to mimic the dramatic shape of diamonds. The loo has an 
exposed cistern and is complemented by a matching bidet and shelf. Matching basin 
also available. Loo from £585; bidet from £535; shelf from £115. olympiaceramica.it/en
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THE owners
Mike and Suzie Bennett live in a newly built period-style house on  
a 1,200 acre working farm in Wiltshire. Mike is a company chairman 
turned farmer and Suzie is a teacher. They were looking to create 
a large kitchen and family room, oriented so the person doing 
the cooking could look out of the windows or chat to guests.

j Grey.indd   40 11/05/2015   16:38



WONDERFUL YEW
Beautiful locally grown yew wood, along with detailing in British 
burr walnut and a solid oak floor, link this gently curvaceous 
farmhouse kitchen firmly into the rural landscape, while providing 
ample space for preparation, cooking, entertaining and working 

British timbers have been 
used throughout the design, 
to link directly into the rural 
Hampshire landscape in 
which the home is situated

j Grey.indd   41 11/05/2015   16:38



ooking for a practical, sociable farmhouse 
kitchen for their new-build home, Mike and Suzie 
Bennett approached designer Johnny Grey.

What was the brief ?
Suzie: “We wanted a large kitchen/family room 
with a separate pantry, lots of  storage, and eating 
and sitting areas. We wanted the person cooking 
to be able to look around the room or out of  the 
windows rather than at the wall, and we needed a 
separate sink/dishwashing area so that any ongoing 
detritus could be swept away and dealt with later. 
We also asked for the tea and coffee making area 
to be in a separate unit with a boiling water tap.”

Why did you choose Johnny Grey?
Suzie: “We liked the use of  different natural 
woods and curves in his designs which we 
felt would echo our rural environment and 
give a timeless feel to the kitchen.”

What was the inspiration?
Johnny: “The design was inspired by making 
connections to the landscape. They have their own 
yew woodland, and we wanted to use the timber 
from there, but there was a problem with harvesting 
so we ended up using locally grown yew.”

Why did you mix the woods?
Johnny: “I don’t like to use the same wood 
everywhere. I dislike fitted kitchens and I 
despise the mentality that says that everything 
has to match. It’s not natural – humans 
like to furnish their own houses.”

Were there any design challenges?
Johnny: “There was very little wall space, but there 
was a walk-in pantry which takes the pressure off  
the temptation to put in too much cabinetry. It’s 
not about building things into every nook and 
cranny and cramming it in. When you have an island 
that is really big then it can look clunky, so we 
introduced the fun element at the end that distracts 
the eye. It says ‘I’m a desk, you can use me like 
a table’ – we are sending subliminal messages to 
people all the time about how to use the kitchen.”

42
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The couple didn’t need a 
breakfast bar as there is an 
adjoining dining room and a 
coffee area with tables and 
seating, instead, part of the 
worktop has been set at a low 
level, making it ideal to sit and 
work at, and as a display area

“There’s a lot of misunderstanding about how curves 
are used. They should be generated by how people walk 
around the room and find their route around the key 
areas. They are not there primarily to look beautiful.”
Johnny
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W
Above: The drum-shaped storage units made from 
yew are used for housing crockery and keeping 
small appliances out of sight, but they also add 
a natural look to the design, subtly resembling 
trunks of natural timber. The worktop is finished in 
natural honed black Nero granite, which provides 
a sleek contrast to the texture of the timber

Right: The breakfast dresser is situated near to a 
coffee table and seating, and is designed to facilitate 
small business meetings as well as for the family. It is a 
bespoke piece made in ash and burr walnut and houses a 
Quooker and everything necessary for making hot drinks

THE designer
“I developed my idea of soft geometry after studying 
Eye and Brain: The Psychology of Seeing by Richard L. 
Gregory about how peripheral vision works. When we 
see a sharp corner our cortisol levels are raised as we 
begin a fight-or-flight response. The smaller the room, 
the more important it is that people aren’t alerted to all 
these sharp corners. So design is all about getting people 
to really enjoy being in the kitchen and to feel relaxed.” 
Johnny Grey, principal, Johnny Grey Studios
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THE details
Kitchen design by Johnny Grey, principal, and Matt 
Withington, project designer, Johnny Grey Studios,
including bespoke cabinetry and island in yew  
with burr walnut accents, bespoke ash and walnut 
breakfast dresser and bespoke gantry with lighting
and extraction johnnygrey.com

Neff T29R96 five burner gas hob, B45E54 
NOGB single oven, N22H40 warming drawer, 
S51T69 integrated dishwasher neff.co.uk

Sub-Zero ICBBI-36RO integrated 
fridge subzero-wolf.com

Blanco SUPRA 500-U sink, SUPRA 400-U sink, 
drainer and island sink blanco.co.uk

Franke Olympus filtered Triflow tap, Olympus
mixer and spray hose tap, WDU-500 waste
disposal unit franke.co.uk

Quooker Design boiling water tap 
in chrome quooker.com

 

46

Tell us about the breakfast dresser
Johnny: “In a large country estate you have visitors
coming into the kitchen all the time and the breakfast
dresser diverts them away from the main cooking area.”

What is the gantry for?
Johnny: “The function of  the gantry is that by 
echoing the shape, it turns an island from being a 
lost soul to being connected with the architecture.”
Suzie: “We have a gantry-style lighting system over 
the cooking area which also contains an extractor 
fan. The kitchen lighting is part of  a Lutron lighting 
and AV system which controls the whole house.”

What is your favourite part of  the design?
Suzie: “I like the curved cupboards in different  
woods which give a natural feel to the contours of   
the kitchen, particularly the drum cupboards which 
look like trees. Visually it is striking but very user-
friendly. We allocated a large area and were afraid  
that it would seem too big, but the design scale  
is such that it comes together very well and
feels comfortable.” 

image 
slider
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Johnny Grey looked at the very latest metal construction techniques when 
designing this ultra-modern kitchen for an 18th-century country home. 
The curvaceous island is made of stainless steel and positioned so the 
cook can see all the entrances to the kitchen as well as the courtyard. 
Curved doors made of recycled translucent plastic hide a walk-in larder. 
Standing on either side of the entrance door are two desks masquerading 
as columns. Their fold-back doors open up to reveal desktop space for 
laptops. Stools can be stored inside. Furniture made in West Sussex, 
metalwork in Hampshire. Kitchens from £65,000. johnnygrey.com
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British flair
The UK, although famous for pomp and tradition, 
has manufacturers that don’t just make classic 
kitchens but come up with the best contemporary 
design ideas and give them a unique twist
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Britpop brought regional accents and working class 
culture into the music business; Britart brought dead 
sharks into the art gallery -- but what of Brit kitchens? 
UK kitchen design has in common craftsmanship, an 
artisanal approach and the diversity of its inspiration. 

“Modern British style is vivid and eclectic but draws from 
a fantastic heritage of design principles and proud skill 
base, from Classical through Arts & Crafts to exciting 

contemporary influences,” explains Jane Stewart, design 
director at Mowlem & Co. “It’s a synthesis of all that has 
stood the test of time and all the many wonderful new 

developments, from technology to manufacturing techniques.” 

“British style is often characterised by a combination of 
superb craftsmanship and a quirky touch,” adds Caroline 

Gow, senior category manager at Fired Earth; while Steven de 
Munnich, design director at Smallbone of Devizes, believes: 

“An appreciation for quality and bespoke design is what 
sets British style apart, British homeowners have a keen eye 

for detail and know exactly what they are looking for.”

It’s that quirkiness, and the ability of the British top-end 
kitchen market to create bespoke designs using time-

honoured skills, that gives the industry its edge. 

Fired Earth’s on-trend retro Signage tile panels use the iconic imagery of the London Underground 
to create a look that is pure British quirkiness. Hand-crafted at the World Heritage Site in Ironbridge, 

Shropshire where the original tiles were made, slogans include Mind the gap, To the zoo and Way out. 
Bespoke wording also possible – what will yours say? £75 for a three-tile panel. firedearth.com
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This bespoke kitchen was handmade by Rencraft in Sevenoaks, Kent with the cabinetry finished in Farrow 
& Ball’s Pavilion grey and island finished in Railings blue. It has quartz worktops, a handy preparation 
sink on the island and a breakfast bar to the end of the island. Kitchen from £16,000. rencraft.co.uk

K I T C H E N S
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Handleless kitchens are often associated with 
contemporary, minimal continental design, but 
here they have been used in a bespoke Urbo 
lacquered kitchen by Roundhouse that includes 
a wealth of design detail. The sleekness of the 
lacquered units contrasts strongly with the book-
matched zebrano veneer of the wall cabinets, 
while the industrial-style lighting and bar stools, 
Silestone and stainless steel worksurfaces and the 
retro tiling provide visual interest and a modern 
twist. The result is a highly personal, one-of-a-kind 
kitchen which embodies the versatility of modern 
British design. Made in Malvern, Worcestershire. 
Kitchens from £35,000. roundhousedesign.com

Think... 
Free-thinking
Quirky
Individual
Eccentric
Creative
Crafted
Bespoke
Heritage
Warm
Homely
Casual
Comfortable
Informal
Surprising
On-trend
Harmonious
Industrial
Functional
Practical
Eclectic
Iconic
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This Sierra H Line kitchen from Masterclass Kitchens 
was made in the company’s factory based near Cardiff, 
Wales. The handleless kitchen is shown here in dark 
Truffle and is combined with the Reno island in grained 
matt Nutmeg grey finish. The design is available in a 
range of colours that add a modern twist to any kitchen 
design when mixed with other gloss or matt ranges. 
Kitchen from £7,500. masterclasskitchens.co.uk

Try to keep to a restricted palette of colours and finishes and play off opposites such 
as matt and shiny, or light and dark tones. Ensure each new finish you introduce sits in 
harmony with the others. Here the silver coloured reflective end panel on the kitchen 
island ties together the stainless steel of the appliances with the kitchen cabinetry.

EDITOR’S tip. . .
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The British used to be known for stuffy formality, with endless 
worrying over which fork or wine glass to use (remember Hyacinth 
Bucket aka Bouquet in Keeping Up Appearances?), now all that 
etiquette has given way to a more relaxed style of dining. In the 
Brasserie Kitchen, Smallbone of Devizes takes inspiration from the 
industrial world and casual eateries, using an exciting mix of textures 
and finishes, including stainless steel, honed Bianca Cararra marble, 
black Nero Assoluto granite, pickled oak and end-grain maple.  
Made in Devizes, Wiltshire. Kitchens from £40,000. smallbone.co.uk

“Stylistically we have always been ahead of the curve, 
constantly evolving to reflect our clients’ desires.”
Steven de Munnich, design director, Smallbone of Devizes
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Like The Queen or Stephen Fry, the Aga is a national treasure (although like the monarch and the actor it has a 
trace of foreign blood, originally invented by a Swedish scientist who manufactured in the UK). Nevertheless, Aga is 
determined to move with the times and get its iconic cookers out of the countryside and into the city. The result is the 
Aga City60, a smaller, funkier and cleverer little sister. The City60 comes in 14 colours, has two pre-programmable 
electric ovens, a versatile hotplate and needs no venting. Made in Ketley, Shopshire. Priced £4,995. agaliving.com

Which colour would you choose?
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Few places in the world love salvage as much as the Brits – 
from jumble sales and church bazaars to Ebay and reclamation 
yards, nothing beats the thrill of acquiring a little piece of 
history. Here a Victorian lamp post has become an island 
support in this unique kitchen by Woodstock Furniture. Made in 
Andover, Hampshire. £25,000. woodstockfurniture.co.uk

UTOPIA
LOVES
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Designers and makers of handmade kitchens 

The difference is in the detail

Unit 9, Chart Farm, Seal Chart
Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 0ES   
Tel: 01732 762682

81 Calverley Road
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 2UY   
Tel: 01892 520730

Please call for a brochure or visit our showrooms

www.rencraft.co.uk
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PARISIAN 
ROMANCE

THE owners
David and Mathilde Todd live with 
their three daughters aged five, four 
and six months in a four-bedroomed 
apartment in the 17th arrondissement 
of Paris. The block is known as a 
Haussman building as it was part of 
the reconstruction of Paris begun in 
1853 by Georges-Eugène Haussmann.
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What could be more charmingly 
quaint than a bathroom with a balcony 
opening out over the streets of Paris? 
Modern bathroom fittings and crisp 
white surfaces are perfectly at home in 
this historic building thanks to feminine 
touches of a delicate stone mosaic, 
fresh flowers and pretty accessories
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hen Mathilde Todd wanted someone to 
create a romantic, feminine bathroom 
in her historic home, she turned to 
interior designer Laura Sanders.

What prompted you to create this bathroom?
Mathilde: “The old WC space had been 
converted into a shower. I wanted to bring 
a loo back into the master bathroom and 
also have two sinks and a separate bath 
and shower – all in a long, thin room.” 

What were the challenges of the project?
Laura: “The bathroom is a very long, 
narrow rectangle with four doors, two at 
each end, so I had to be careful to choose 
sink units that were not very deep in order 
to allow plenty of pass-through space. 
With tight spaces you really have to think 
about for whom you are designing – there’s 
nothing worse than a tall client hitting his 
knees against a wall when going to the loo.”
Mathilde: “We knew there was enough
space (but just barely), so finding the
right fixtures to maximise the space
was really important.”

W
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The bathroom 
always appears 
bright and 
airy thanks to 
the casement 
windows leading 
onto a wrought 
iron balcony
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THE details
Bathroom design by Laura Sanders laurasanders.fr

New Ravenna Sophie mosaic in two tones of marble, 
Versaille patterned floor tiles in Calacatta Radiance
newravenna.com

BetteArt bath bette.co.uk

Dornbracht Tara bath and basin taps and 
rain showerhead dornbracht.com

Alape vanity and storage unit alape.com

68

What inspired the design?
Laura: “The brief was to make it clean and beautiful. 
I was quite taken with New Ravenna’s Sophie Mosaic 
and I designed everything around that. All the 
other finishes were chosen in white to match the 
white Thassos marble in the mosaic. The look I was 
going for was clean, white and contemporary, but 
using the ancient medium of the stone mosaic.”

Is there anything high-tech in the design?
Laura: “No, this is Paris!”

What is special about the apartment?
Mathilde: “It’s an old Haussmann-style building, 
built in 1912 by the notable architect Charles 
Adda. He lived in the building and had his studio 
in here as well. It has typical Haussmann features 
like beautiful French oak parquet floors, intricate 
mouldings and carved marble chimneys.”

Are you pleased with the result?
Mathilde: “I love it. I think the design 
capitalises on the space and the way the sun 
falls into the room. My favourite part is the 
custom marble wall of gorgeous mosaic.”

THE designer
“With an all-neutral scheme of creams or greys, be 
sure to try out all your materials in the space and 
in the sun before committing. Often you will find 
they have tinges of blue or green that you didn’t see 
before which means they may or may not go with 
the whole.” Laura Sanders, interior designer
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Like precious water 
bubbling up in a desert 
oasis, the BetteSpring 
tap fi lls your tub from the 
bottom up. Its almost 
silent action enables you 
to take an early morning 
dip without disturbing the 
rest of the household. 
The chrome fi nished 
fi ller fi ts a wide range 
of Bette’s enamelled 
steel baths, but must be 
specifi ed at the time of 
ordering as it is factory 
fi tted. £890. bette.co.uk

Waterwater ...
From the gentle mist of fi ne rainfall, to the 
muscle-pummeling force of a stormy tropical 
downpour, water can take on a life of its own 
-- dive in and discover which works for you…

70
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If you’ve ever been soaked to the 
skin by a sudden warm tropical 
monsoon, sunk into a hot, deep 
bath after the worst day ever, or 
been skinny dipping in a blue
tropical lake then you’ll know 
that water is sensual as well 
as practical and has as many 
moods as the weather.

Just as Chardonnay and 
Champagne come from the same 
source but to some appear to 
have nothing in common, in the 
same way water can be made to 
wake you up with pummelling icy 
needles or help you to wind down 
by enveloping you in a warm, 
misty embrace -- it all depends on 
the equipment. Rather than just 
selecting a shower, tap or bath for 
its design alone consider the type 
of experience it will give you. 

However to be on trend you’ll 
also need to take into account not 
only the design and style of your 
fittings but also the finishes.  

We don’t have a multiple choice 
quiz to help you decide if you’re 
a full-on power shower type as 
opposed to a read a book in the 
bath for hours sort of person 
but we do have some rather 
snazzy suggestions to help you 
make up your own mind…
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Sensual water choreography, is how Dornbracht 
describes its Vertical Shower which comprises several 
elements. The wall-mounted Just Rain showerhead 
envelops the body with large, pearl-like drops; an 
invigorating cascade of water gushes from the Water 
Sheet spout on to the shoulders; while the back is 
massaged with the two Water Bar body sprays. The 
water is controlled by a sophisticated electronic valve, 
which includes three pre-programmed choreographies 
– Balancing, Energising and De-stressing – said to 
act on the three human dimensions of body, mind 
and soul. £12,895. alternativebathrooms.com
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Dropping as gentle as rain 
from heaven the comfortable, 
water-saving flow from Vado’s 
Atmosphere showerhead is gentle 
avoiding uncomfortable needle-like 
droplets. The chrome finished 
showerhead cleverly infuses air 
and water particles together using 
an air-injection technology that 
creates luxuriously silky water 
while reducing consumption by 
half. It can be combined with totally 
adjustable flush-mounted square 
Bodytiles to give an all-over tropical 
rainstorm sensation. Combination 
shown, £1,130. vado-uk.com

“It is important to get the aesthetic of 
water right to make the shower look 
inviting. Vado has done this by recreating 
a ‘tropical rainstorm’, designed to look 
and feel like rainfall. The water softly 
falls from the sky out of the showerhead, 
rather than being forced, which would 
create a hard, needle-like droplet.”  
Dean Pamphilon, UK sales director, Vado
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All the senses come into play when you turn on the Love Me basin tap from Crosswater. Aside from the 
refreshing taste of the water when you brush your teeth, there’s the bubbling brook sound, the sight of light 
dancing on the rippling flow of water and the sensation of washing your hands in a living stream of water. 

We can’t, of course, say that it smells good too but add some luxurious hand soap and you can enjoy a full 
house of sensual experiences every time you turn on the chrome finished tap. £295. crosswater.co.uk

Always look at the minimum bar pressure the tap, bath filler or shower requires, 
not all work on the same pressure and some require a pump if you are to get the 

desired effect. Also consider the waste outlet, ensure it will cope with the flow plus 
a bit more, to ensure you aren’t left waiting for dirty water to run away.

EDITOR’S tip. . .
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The gentle refreshment of a rainfall shower is rendered 
twice as exciting with the addition of LED lighting that 
turns the water into a sparkling curtain of raindrops. The 
180mm diameter globe-shaped Luce 180 LED showerhead, 
created by Swiss shower company Nikles and available 
from Bathstore, has a striking modern appearance that 
would make it a perfect focal point in a contemporary 
bathroom. It is finished in chrome and needs a mere 0.6 
bar pressure to work effectively. £520. bathstore.com

UTOPIA
LOVES
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Those who tend to be sent into agonies 
of indecision about simple questions 
such as “Tea or coffee?” and “Chicken 
or fish?” will love the Canopy Round 
Dual Flow from Cifial, available from 
Ripples. Rainfall or deluge? No 
problem, now you don’t have to make 
a decision at all as it’s possible to have 
both at once, combined together in 
one elegant stainless steel package. 
Do make sure to check the water 
pressure before ordering, however, 
as you need at least three bars of 
pressure to enable you to enjoy the 
benefits of such extravagantly varied 
water flow. £1,125 . ripples.ltd.uk

Think...
Mist
Droplets
Spray
Rainfall
Cascade
Fountain
Torrent
Deluge
Stormy
Tropical
Rippling
Eddying
Effervescent
Shimmering
Splashing
Flowing
Sensual
Tranquil
Healing
Massaging
Invigorating
Revitalising
Relaxing
Hydrating
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“Showering has become much 
more about an experience 
rather than pure functionality, 
with different types of spray 
such as overhead drench or 
rain showers and also body 
massage jets. Rainshower 
showerheads are ideal for 
wetrooms as the water flows 
vertically and limits the amount 
of splashing. Side jets are not 
usually compatible with open 
showers as it is more difficult 
to control the spread of water.  
Chris Payne, senior designer, Ripples
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You might feel like you are about to be transported on to the Starship Enterprise as you step into 
the column of light and water provided by the Rio White circular showerhead. The effect of the low 
energy white or blue LED lighting on the fine columns of water is quite stunning, taking showering 
to a whole new feel-good level. The chrome-plated brass head is a generous 240mm in diameter 

and it needs 3 bars of pressure to work correctly. £1,670. westonebathrooms.com
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If you enjoy singing in the 
shower, then like Gene Kelly 
you’ll be warbling “Come on 
with the rain, I’ve a smile on my 
face” when you stand under 
the Axor LampShower from 
Hansgrohe, reminiscent of a 
vintage lamppost. The cage-like 
structure surrounding the lamp 
produces a generous stream of 
water, which mixes magically 
with light to give the best singing 
in the rain atmosphere we’ve 
ever come across. It’s shown in 
chrome-plated brass, but also 
comes in nickel, bronze or gold. 
£1,500. hansgrohe.co.uk
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As its formidable name suggests, Abode’s Storm waterfall shower is 
for those who like things wet, wet, wet. This is no gentle trickle, but a 
full scale dousing, ideal for a spacious shower cubicle or wetroom. The 
wall-mounted Storm comes with 100 rub-clean anti-limescale nozzles, 
to ensure that the shower stays just as invigorating as the years go by. 
It may produce a satisfactory torrent of water, but clever engineering 
means the stainless steel Storm is just 3mm thick. £500. abode.eu

“Because we take a very ‘mix 
and match’ approach with 
our water flowing showering 
collection, customers can build 
and specify the shower that’s 
best for them and their needs, 
which has some great benefits. 
The majority of our showering 
products are all thermostatic, 
so you always have peace of 
mind that there is never the 
threat of scalding yourself.” 
Helen Clark, marketing manager, Abode
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Body jets harness the power of 
water to massage away tensions 
and soothe aches and pains, 
and are particularly beneficial for 
stressed shoulders and tense 
backs. Concealed Round Body 
Jets from Cifial have a polished 
chrome finish and are fully 
directional, so they can still hit 
the spot whether you’re six foot 
four or five foot nothing. The jets 
come in round or square versions 
and are low in water use as 
they are limited to four litres per 
minute. £95 each. cifial.co.uk
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Why make do with one showerhead when you 
can have a whole ceiling full? Segni showerheads 
from Gessi, available at C.P. Hart, can be used 
individually, but are also designed to be clustered 
in groups of different sized and shaped elements 
to give an ultra-satisfying and stylish soaking. The 
chunky, geometric showerheads are finished in 
chrome and come with a choice of round, oval or 
square heads. From £930 each. cphart.co.uk
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Normal rainfall showers can spread the water over quite a wide area, especially when someone tall is standing 
underneath, so they need to be installed in a fairly spacious environment. The Obliqua wall shower from 

Zazzeri, however, is designed to be used in the most compact of spaces, making it perfect for ensuites. The 
innovative directional Flyfall Rain System offers perfect control of the water flow direction, reducing the area 

of water fall on the floor while giving a satisfying, rainfall effect underneath. Around £2,700. zazzeri.it
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Passionate about creating exclusive sanitaryware 
in elegant enamelled steel, German manufacturer 
Bette’s products are finished in the company’s 
BetteGlaze enamel. This extremely durable surface 
is easy to clean, has wonderful light reflecting 
qualities and is available in a huge range of 
colours – and backed by a thirty-year warranty.

Shower floors 
Bette offers a wide choice of shower trays and 
shower floors in hundreds of sizes and colours. The 
BetteFloor Side is a flush-to-floor shower area that is 
like one large enamelled steel tile which is permanently 
water-proof, easy to clean, hygienic and fits perfectly 
into the floor tiling pattern. It can be ordered with 
the BetteUpstand, which does away with the need 
for silicone where the shower floor meets the wall 
tiles, making mouldy and cracked silicone joints 

a thing of the past. Also available is a new, barely 
visible anti-slip surface, called BetteAntislip Pro.

Beautiful baths
Bette’s range of baths includes fitted and freestanding
options in an extensive range of sizes, including new
designs with the slimmest rims, such as the innovative
BetteLux range. For small bathrooms, Bette offers 
an extensive range of baths and shower trays, 
including the option to order bespoke sizes or have 
edges trimmed so they fit the space perfectly.

Perfect match
Bette’s range of coordinating washbasins in enamelled 
steel means that the two statement pieces in a 
bathroom, the bath and the washbasin, can be a 
perfect match, without having to compromise 
on the use of different materials. bette.co.uk

THE ART  OF ENAMEL
Discover the benefits and wide choice of enamelled steel 

washbasins, baths, shower floors and trays available
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REFLECTED 
R ADIANCE
A lower ground floor kitchen was a challenge to 
keep light and bright, but crisp reflective surfaces 
bring in the sunshine whatever the weather
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The kitchen is on the lower 
ground floor, so natural 
light is in fairly short supply. 
The combination of glossy 
white kitchen units and a 
mirrored splashback ensures 
maximum reflection of light

THE owners
This four-bedroomed townhouse is a show 
home at the prestigious London Square 
Fulham. Developer London Square recruited 
Helen Fewster, co-director of Suna Interior 
Design, to design the specifications for 
all 40 properties, which start from £2.6m. 
Buyers can choose between the light 
and bright design shown or a darker 
palette with chocolate-coloured timber 
combined with grey and taupe colours.
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R E A L  H O M E

The transition from working kitchen to relaxing family 
area is delineated with the timber breakfast bar which 
wraps around the composite stone worksurface 
and has its own in-built footrest. The same timber 
surrounds the tall wall units to give visual continuity
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R E A L  H O M E

odelled on London’s traditional Georgian townhouses,
the London Square Fulham development makes 
the most of  the space by locating the kitchen and
family room on the lower ground floor, where 
natural light is limited. So it was up to interior
designer Helen Fewster, co-director of  Suna Interior
Design, to come up with a design that gave a feeling
of  being light and bright.

“We always try to enhance the architecture of  
the building and reflect this in the interior,” says 
Helen. “Here we were inspired by the natural 
light. We wanted to keep the designs light and 
reflective, to retain the feeling of  openness in the 
open-plan family areas while creating a generous 
kitchen in keeping with the size of  the home.”

The glossy ivory kitchen and mirrored splashbacks 
succeed in reflecting even the faintest spring 
sunshine, but Helen has taken careful steps to avoid 
it looking too clinical. “The brief  was for the interior 
to reflect the desirable location,” she says. “We have 
combined a contemporary, streamlined interior with 
natural materials such as the large format stone tiling 
on the lower ground floors and rich timber flooring 
in the living areas. The natural earthy tones soften 
the overall feel and prevent it from feeling too cold.”
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THE designer
“A white scheme is both effective and 
attractive because of its bright, clean 
look; but it’s important to add texture 
to avoid the space feeling too stark. 
The mother-of-pearl mosaic tiles are 
the perfect example of a finish which 
is white but sumptuous, helping to 
create a room that is warm, luxurious 
and inviting.”  Helen Fewster, 
co-director, Suna Interior Design 

“This is a luxury development in the heart of 
a sought-after location in London and it was 
imperative that the interior of the house reflected 
the aspiration of the potential purchasers.” Helen
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The theme 
of reflections 
continues on into 
the bathrooms. In 
the master ensuite 
the freestanding 
tub is backed 
by a half-wall of 
Corian and glass
which allows 
visibility through 
into the shower 
area with its 
feature wall of 
mother-of-pearl 
mosaic which 
glistens and softly 
reflects the light. 
The rounded tub 
is the Eclipse 
from Bagno 
Design in white 
composite stone

The developer expects that many of  the properties 
will be bought by families, so part of  the challenge 
was to create an interior conducive to social 
living. “We wanted to create interaction within 
the open-plan environment which led to the 
unique timber breakfast bar design,” says Helen. 
Elsewhere, the desire is for a sanctuary away 
from the kids, so it’s no surprise that the master 
ensuite is the most luxurious of  the bathrooms.
The air of  luxury begins with the large, double-
ended Eclipse composite stone tub from Bagno 
Design. The bath mixer is mounted on to a bespoke 
Corian and glass half-wall which separates the bath 
from the shower area that is clad in a sparkling, 
lustrous finish. “The wall of  the shower is a 
mother-of-pearl mosaic which adds a luxurious 
reflective quality to the design,” explains Helen.

The bathroom also boasts a TV that can be 
watched from the tub and bespoke cabinetry 
throughout, including inset timber storage areas 
within the shower and close to the bath, picking 
up wooden accents beneath the basin and 
wood panelling behind the WC. “By combining 
luxury products in a contemporary yet classic 
style,” says Helen, “we have achieved an interior 
which has a timeless quality and provides the 
perfect backdrop to a sophisticated home.”
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The developer, London Square londonsquare.co.uk

Kitchen
Design of kitchen including bespoke timber breakfast 
bar, Tigris Sand Silestone worktops and mirrored 
upstand and splashback by Helen Fewster, co-director 
of Suna Interior Design sunainteriordesign.com

Poggenpohl high gloss lacquer Segmento 
handleless kitchen cabinetry poggenpohl.com

Miele KM 3034 five ring gas hob, DA2900 
stainless steel ceiling extractor, H6260B single 
oven, H6200BM combi-microwave, ESW6114 
warming drawer, K37272ID fridge, FN9752ID 
freezer, KWT4154 UG 1 wine cooler, G5280SCVI 
dishwasher, W2819 I R WH washing machine, 
T4819 CI I WH tumble dryer miele.co.uk

Franke undermounted stainless 
steel sink franke.co.uk

Blanco Cubic chrome tap blanco.co.uk

Zip Hydro Tap, hot, cold and filtered 
water nowzipit.co.uk

Bathroom
Bathroom design including bespoke 
cabinetry, bevelled edge mirrors above the  
basin and bespoke frameless shower screen  
on Corian monolith by Helen Fewster,  
co-director of Suna Interior Design as before

Bagno Design Eclipse white composite 
stone bathtub bagnodesign.co.uk

Villeroy & Boch Omnia Architectura 
surface-mounted basin, Subway 2 wall-hung 
WC and soft close seat in Alpine 
White villeroy-boch.co.uk

On the Level bespoke shower tray onthelevel.co.uk

Fantini Venezia chrome wall-mounted spout, shower 
set, thermostatic mixer and basin mixer fantini.it

Hansgrohe Axor Starck ceiling-mounted 
shower head hansgrohe.co.uk

Domus Mother-of-Pearl cladding in 
DVMO02 colourway,Terranova floor tiles in 
DMSN02 shade domustiles.co.uk
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BEAUTIFUL TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
01707 262966  l  www.johnladbury.co.uk

Unit 11, Alpha Business Park, Travellers Close, Welham Green, Hatfield, AL9 7NT

 Crouch End
128 Crouch Hill
London N8 9DY
Telephone 020 8341 2020

Islington
42 Cross Street
London N1 2BA
Telephone 020 7359 4041

www.funktionalkitchens.co.uk

Sale starts July
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SIMPLY 
SUBLIME
The owners of this new-build contemporary 
home wanted a kitchen that would suit their 
small family during the week while also being 
large and sophisticated enough to entertain 
friends and family at the weekend

When the bi-fold doors are open the bespoke 
outdoor table becomes an extension of the 
kitchen island blurring the divide between the 
interior and exterior. The cabinetry that runs 
along the wall of the kitchen continues outside 
where a sink and barbeque are housed
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THE owners
This newly built five-bedroomed family home is 
situated in a rural hamlet, which has all the benefits 
of being in the country while remaining close enough 
to access the city. The three-storey building is home 
to a married couple and their two children. 
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R E A L  H O M E

elocating to a rural area away from the 
daily hustle and bustle of  the city gave the 
owners of  this large new-build home the chance 
to have their dream kitchen. The small family 
of  four wanted a practical kitchen that would 
suit their needs during the week, but that 
would also look sophisticated so they would 
be proud to entertain friends and 
family at the weekends.

Kim Duffin, director at Sublime Architectural 
Interiors, was called on to bring the family’s vision 
to life. It was important right from the planning 
stage to create a modern kitchen that would not 

R
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only be functional for the hosts and their guests, 
but also to design a kitchen that would work 
aesthetically with the rest of  the building. “The 
brief  included showcasing the natural exterior 
elements that surround the house,” explains Kim. 
“My aim was to design a space that complemented 
the modern exterior and incorporate linear 
features to mirror the rest of  the interior.”

A simple white colour scheme was chosen for all 
the surfaces. “White is timeless,” says Kim. “It’s 
also neutral and will not compete with the featured 
surrounds”. The island front is in 80mm-thick 
Quasar White Staron – a man-made solid surface
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Storage has been carefully 
considered so food and smaller 
appliances are easily accessible 
during the week and can be 
attractively hidden when guests 
are visiting. A breakfast hub and 
walk-in pantry are concealed 
behind aluminium framed 
frosted glass sliding doors that 
surround the integrated fridge 
freezer. The pantry has a smaller 
depth than the main kitchen so 
for continuity an up-stand was 
created between the worktop 
and windowed splashback

R E A L  H O M E

material – while the matching door fronts 
are much thinner and therefore considerably 
lighter at 12mm thick. The worktop that runs 
continuously from the inside to the outside 
is 40mm-thick Aspen Glacier Staron.

Aluminium channelling that runs throughout 
the cabinetry and door panels connects the 
inside and outside. “The aluminium provides 
a strong linear line that draws the eye in and 
around the kitchen, and then to the cabinets 
outside,” explains Kim. The same aluminium has 
been used to frame the glass sliding doors that 
conceal the walk-in pantry and breakfast hub. 
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THE designer
“Lighting is key, so be sure to think 
about the light in your room and 
where it is coming from. Consider 
whether you have the space to 
create a great connection between 
the indoors and outdoors.”
Kim Duffin, director, Sublime 
Architectural Interiors
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THE details
Kitchen design by Kim Duffin, director at Sublime 
Architectural Interiors, including bespoke cabinetry doors 
and drawer fronts in 12mm-thick Quasar White Staron 
and windowed splashback sublimegroup.com.au

Smeg IS505X extractor, SIHP294S hob, S45MFX2 oven, 
SA45VX2 steam oven, SA45MCX2 microwave, SMS45X 
coffee machine and VSTQ72-2 outdoor sink smeguk.com

Samsung SRS691GDIS side-by-side fridge 
freezer samsung.com/uk/home

Austaron bespoke 12mm-thick Staron worktops in 
Aspen Glacier, and doors and drawer fronts in Quasar 
White, A1231 and A1181 sinks austaron.com.au

Methven Kiri indoor sink x2 and Minimalist 
outdoor sink methven.com/uk

102

Lighting was a key element so Kim sought to bring 
in as much natural light as possible however this 
wasn’t without its challenges. “The kitchen is situated 
on the south-eastern side of  the home so it would 
traditionally be dark,” explains Kim. “It was decided 
quickly to use a fixed window as the splashback to 
overcome the darkness and to catch the morning 
sun.” The window is framed by appliances and a 
flyover which houses the extractor – the window 
continues over the appliances too so that the kitchen 
remains connected to the outside at all times.

The kitchen is divided into distinct zones so there 
is plenty of  room for multiple people to prep, cook 
and serve while interacting with guests. The kitchen 
perfectly balances the needs of  the small family with 
their desire to host friends and family. “Whether 
the owners are preparing a family lunch or hosting a 
grand party the kitchen is ready for any occasion.” 
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Modern kitchens, according 
to Antoniolupi, are focusing 
on cabinetry and technology 
instead of food preparation. The 
company plans to rectify this with 
its new LaCucina kitchen which 
prioritises the needs of the cook 
by creating a single, long, brightly 
lit Corian worktop that transforms 
utensil storage, preparation, 
cooking and washing up into a 
single linear operation. Available 
wall-mounted or as an island. 
Price on request. antoniolupi.it  

With the trend towards 
open-plan cooking, 
eating and living, the 
traditional working 
triangle is giving way to 
a more linear approach 
-- a design idea that is 
also being reinterpreted 
for the bathroom

UTOPIA
LOVES
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At last, galley slaves have been set free! Long, narrow kitchens 
with either single or double galley kitchens (units along both 
sides) are known to be hot and claustrophic, because however 
tight the cooking space it was thought necessary to keep the 
kitchen behind closed doors. Not so today -- linear kitchens 
are replacing the galley kitchen -- maybe taking up the end 

wall of a multi-purpose living area, or sharing the space 
with a casual dining room or family room. These kitchens 
need to look either unobtrusively elegant or out-and-out 

eye-catching, and it’s vital to have enough storage to make 
sure that the end result doesn’t look messy and cluttered. 

Secondly, the layout needs to take into account the cooking 
and eating habits of the user -- a cook who loves spicy ethnic 

food, for example, will need an excellent extractor and most of 
their preparation space, as well as ingredient storage near to the 

hob, while someone who spends more time baking may need 
more prep space by the oven. Serious cooks may also need
a sink at both ends, one for prep and one for washing up.

This is streamlined style where units need to be in just one 
design, one finish and have one style of horizontal handle 

(if any), so the general appearance is one of overall harmony. 

“Banks of appliances are very popular, the layout allows the 
ovens to be fitted at a more usable and comfortable height. It 

also allows the ovens to be positioned neatly side-by-side,
giving the kitchen an attractive but functional look.” 

Stuart Chadwick, director, In-toto Kitchens, Leeds

Placing appliances in-line horizontally rather than above and below one another or in a bank of four 
helps to create a clean, linear look. Here a Bauknecht Silverline 8100 PT Pyrolitic Oven, £1,045, is 

next to a Silverline 8145 PT Combi-Microwave, £1,105, and 8145/1 PT Combi-Steamer, £1,230, each 
with a warming drawer underneath, for a perfect in-line look. bauknechtappliances.co.uk
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Open-plan living requires a kitchen 
that is compact, functional and 
looks good at all times; qualities 
that are demonstrated in The 
Lano kitchen from German 
company Rational. The cabinetry 
is in melamine, available in a 
range of colours and wood-look 
finishes – here it is shown in Polar 
white with Cortina wall panelling. 
The layout is designed to sit 
unobtrusively at one end of a large 
living area, making the most of 
the available space, and features 
a simple linear arrangement of 
worksurface and storage areas 
sitting between the hob on one side 
and oven and sink on the other. 
From £10,000. rational.de/en
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Storage can be more of a challenge if there is only one wall to 
work with, but SieMatic’s Pure kitchen utilises the space effectively 
without seeming over dominant. Undercounter storage is sub-
divided into lots of useful drawers and sections, while the flexible 
FloatingSpaces shelving above the cabinetry can be individually 
tailored to suit the user. In this arrangement, bright Lotus White 
wall panels contrast against dark shelves, emphasising their 
asymmetric arrangement, while tall cabinets in brown gloss 
lacquer complement the Merope Matt composite stone worktop. 
The Pure kitchen can be specified in a range of 1,950 colours to 
fit in with any open-plan décor. From £25,000. siematic.co.uk
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The long, narrow working surface in this Vao 
kitchen from Team7 is as useful underneath 
as it is on top, as every spare centimetre 
has been used for storage. The handleless 
wooden drawers, both shallow and deep, 
give ample room to store all the cutlery and 
utensils a keen cook could possible need, 
while cunning appliance lifts also mean 
a toaster and folding meat slicer can be 
accommodated close to hand. The wood 
shown is walnut, with seven other choices of 
wood available. Price on request. team7.at
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Visit us and we’ll
help you plan your 
ideal kitchen over
a delicious lunch.

Discover why Miele
is perfect for you

Join us at 
Let’s do Lunch:

Gallery
15/19 Cavendish Place
London W1G 0QE

Experience Centre
Fairacres
Marcham Road
Abingdon OX14 1TW

If you’re planning a new kitchen, then join 
us for Let’s do Lunch at a Miele showroom. 
It’s the perfect place to plan years of good 
cooking. Our home economists will provide 
you with hands-on product demonstrations 
and expert advice to help you create your 
perfect kitchen. 

As well as getting up-close to our state-of-
the-art appliances, we’ll also cook lunch for 
you. You’ll discover how our appliances work 
and the difference this makes to your food. 
What’s more, our Let’s do Lunch courses are 
completely interactive and you’ll be able to 
ask any questions you may have. 

Should you decide to purchase eight or more 
appliances* after the course, you’ll also qualify 
for the Miele Connoisseur Club. Members 
have access to a number of exclusive benefi ts, 
including a personal in-home demonstration, 
a luxury hamper, a free set of Flexiclip runners 
worth £157.49 and much more.  

*three of which are cooking

Make your booking today for Let’s
do Lunch at www.miele.co.uk/events
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Solid surface material Hi-Macs is capable  
of being thermoformed into the most  
amazing shapes, such as this space-
age inline bathroom from British design 
company Us Together. From the front, the 
Ebb bathroom range looks like the highs 
and lows of a graph, with the smooth 
Corian formed into a glass-fronted basin 
that runs seamlessly into a wall-mounted 
glass-fronted bath, its movement echoed by 
the glass-fronted shelving that runs above 
it. Although it looks dramatically pure in the 
Alpine white shown, the Hi-Macs can also 
be specified in a hundred different colours  
to create a completely personalised look. 
Price on request. himacs.eu; ustogether.eu

The linear look in bathrooms uses 
repetition of the same sized units to 

give a strong horizontal flow. Modular 
systems are ideal as they allow you 
to use multiple units to maximise 

the available space – creating a 
beautifully tailored yet a functional 

space in which to relax and recharge.

“In the contemporary home, bathroom 
furniture has become linear in its 

form; able to blend seamlessly from 
room to room,” explains Gideon Wegh, 

director at Doca UK. “Concealed 
storage for towels and toiletries 

supports the linear look, helping to 
keep the bathroom uncluttered, and 

creating a calm, tranquil environment.”

The key to this look is the idea of 
simplicity, so forget about bathroom 

bling and replace overt ornamentation 
with tasteful, tactile finishes and 

forgo decorative handles in favour 
of discreet handleless cabinetry.

��5
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Linear designs are particularly good 
for creating a calm, uncluttered look, 
especially if they are as clean and 
simple as the handleless Sahara 
bathroom series from Doca. The 
design is completely uncluttered – the 
wall-hung units give a feeling of space, 
the huge mirrored overhead storage 
unit provides ample room for toiletries, 
while the wall-mounted taps help to 
keep the vanity area clean and clear. 
Simple it may be, but Sahara is never 
bland – the tactile grey-stained natural 
oak veneer of the vanity unit makes 
an interesting contrast to the super-
mirror finish of the overhead cabinets. 
As shown, £7,200. docauk.com
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“Natural wood finishes and textured, three-
dimensional veneers will awaken any linear bathroom 
interior. Specialist wall units with concealed storage, 
coordinating basin and vanity units, through to tall 
units set in either a vertical or horizontal arrangement, 
means you can play with the final design, ending up 
with something completely original and tailored to you.” 
Gideon Wegh, director, Doca UK
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The linear arrangement of this bathroom is sociable 
as well as space-saving, allowing partners to get 
ready in the morning with their own basin and storage 
and a shared laundry basket in the centre. A white 
vanity Block top with undermounted basins from 
Moab 80 forms the centrepiece of the scheme, with 
spacious cabinetry underneath finished in white oak 
effect and Strip wall-hung storage with coloured 
boxes from £55; cabinetry from £3,120; vanity with 
basins from £3,155. laurencepidgeon.com  
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Many linear designs also feature a short return at one end. Here the bath itself 
makes the L shape, keeping a neat structure to the room. Falper’s Level45 
suite was created by Naghi Habib as a product to bridge the bathroom/
bedroom threshold. The more personal bidet and loo can be completely 
concealed within the cabinetry, accessible by a lift-up lid, or, as in this design, 
the undercounter space can be used for attractive shelving and storage. 
Made to order in black, white or walnut. Price on request. falper.it/en
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Serie T radiators are dual purpose, providing economical and powerful heat as well as acting as strikingly 
linear shelving. Three radiator types are shown, Shelf at the bottom, Bath in the centre and Double 

Horizontal at the top. All are made in extruded aluminium and are designed to create maximum heat 
with minimum water content. The radiators from Iconic Radiators were designed by Matteo Thun and 

come in 25 colours. Double radiator £2,205, single radiator £1,405. westonebathrooms.com

When buying a towel rail or radiator don’t just go for looks. Its job is to make your bathroom toasty, 
so ensure you select one with the correct heat output. Most radiators come in a series of sizes and 

retailers should help you to calculate the BTU (British Thermal Units) heat output required.

EDITOR’S tip. . .
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Battersea  I  Clerkenwell  I  Knightsbridge
Mayfair  I  Notting Hill  I  Wandsworth  

 Tunbridge Wells  I  Oxshott

0333 011 3333

Destined to create the world’s most beautiful bathrooms

Vieques by

At Home Design Service available
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THE QUESTION 
How many rustic wood floors does  
the Kährs Artisan Collection comprise?
 
THE PRIZE
One lucky reader will win £5,000 
worth of Oak Oyster wood flooring 
from Kährs Artisan Collection

TO ENTER
Answers on a postcard please 
including your name, address, 
telephone number and email address to: 
Utopia Kitchen & Bathroom, Flight House,
The Business Centre, Earls Colne 
Business Park, Earls Colne, Colchester, 
Essex CO6 2NS, or enter online at 
utopiamag.co.uk/competitions

Deadline for all entries 
30 June 2015

COMPETITION

G I V E A W A Y
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One lucky reader will win £5,000 worth of Oak Oyster 
wood flooring from Kährs Artisan Collection

The Kährs Artisan Collection comprises 
eight rustic wood floors, each of which has 
a different handcrafted surface finish. The 
timber’s gnarled and knotty character is 
further enhanced by a spectrum of natural oil 
pre-finishes to provide a durable, easy care 
surface. All floors are crafted from sustainable 
European oak or maple, and feature Kährs 
multi-award winning eco-construction.

The Artisan designs have a wide plank 
format and a distinct bevelled edge along 
all four sides. Colour options span from 
on-trend whitewashed Oak Oyster to rich 
conker-toned Maple Carob. kahrs.com

Competition rules 
(1) Closing date 30 
June 2015 (2) The 
prize is as stated; no 
other prize, upgrade 
or cash alternative will 
be offered (3) Prize 
includes mainland UK 
delivery only (4) This 
prize does not include 
installation or removal 
of old fittings (5) The 
winner will be notified 
within 28 days of the 
closing date (6) The 
prize will be delivered 
to the winner’s home 
address only within 90 
days of the closing date 
(7) The editor’s decision 
is final (8) Entrants 
must be 18 or over 
and not employees of 
Pro Publishing Media 
& Events Ltd, Kährs or 
associated companies 
(9) Pro Publishing Media 
& Events Ltd accepts no 
liability for any aspect 
of this Kährs prize
(10) For full terms 
and conditions visit 
utopiamag.co.uk/
competitons
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FREE Kitchen Design Consultation

0121 3534999
0207 11 88 22

West Midlands
London

Nationwide Servicewww.KitchensByBroadway.co.uk

Est. 1974

BROADWAY KITCHENS
Luxury World-Class Kitchens at Sensible Prices

Boadway kitchens FPA Utopia dec.indd   1 13/05/2015   11:04



TO SUBSCRIBE 
Fill out the simple form online at utopiamag.co.uk/subscribe
or call the Utopia subscription hotline 
on 01787 221 396 and quote Vipp

TO BUY BACK ISSUES
Online at utopiamag.co.uk/subscribe  
or call the Utopia subscription hotline on 01787 221 274 

THE GIFT
Five lucky subscribers will receive a Vipp bin  
and a dustpan and brush set worth £315

SUBSCRIPTION PRICES
Annual Subscription 12 Issues (UK) – £45.00
Annual Subscription 12 Issues (Europe) – £89.00
Annual Subscription 12 Issues (Overseas) – £115.00
Single copy (inc. back issues) – £4.75

SUBSCRIBE

G I V E A W A Y
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Terms & conditions
(1) Applies to subscriptions taken out between 1 June-30 June 2015 (2) The gift is as stated; 
no other gift, upgrade or cash alternative will be offered (3) Gift includes mainland UK delivery 
only (4) This gift does not include installation or removal of old fittings (5) The recipient will be 
notified within 28 days of the closing date (6) The gift will be delivered to the subscriber’s  
home address only, within 90 days of the closing date (7) The editor’s decision is final  
(8) Pro Publishing Media and Events Ltd accepts no liability for any aspect of this Vipp gift 
(9) If this is gift subscription, the gift from Vipp will be given to the person who receives
the subscription, not the person who subscribes 

Five lucky subscribers will receive a Vipp bin
 and a dustpan and brush set worth £315

The story of  Vipp started in 1939 
when Danish metalsmith, Holger 
Nielsen, received a request from 
his wife Marie to design a pedal bin 
for her newly opened salon.

The pedal bin was a huge success 
with Marie and her customers. Soon 
after, Holger Nielsen decided to 
produce the bin on a larger scale, and 
it quickly became a valued tool in 
many businesses and households. 

Today, more than 75 years later, the 
Vipp collection has grown to a broad 
selection of  products for the home 
ranging from small scale household 
helpers such as the dustpan and broom 
set to a stainless steel kitchen. 
vipp.com
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51 - 55 STIRLING ROAD
CHISWICK, LONDON
W3 8DJ

CERAMIC TILES

LIMESTONE

SLATE

MOSAIC

MARBLE

LEATHER PORCELAIN

METALICS

CERAMIC WOOD

WWW.SACW.CO.UK

020 8993 5545
EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING

THE STONE &    CERAMIC WAREHOUSE

TM

Bespoke Manufacturers of Decorative Glass Surfaces

www.decoglaze.co.uk
info@decoglaze.co.uk

0208569 8585
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DECO GLAZE

For Inspiring Bathroom Furniture
www.croydex.com
Tel: +44 (0)1264 365881
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Simply search for ‘Utopia’ on pocketmags.com
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P R O M O T I O N

01. The original energy saving 
blind Duette, has unrivalled 
insulating properties that reflect 
up to 78% of the sun’s warmth, 
keeping conservatories and 
glass rooms comfortably cool. 
The blinds also block up to 99% 
of UV rays, keeping furnishings 
and wallpaper like new for longer. 
duette.co.uk

02. Myson has an extensive range 
of multirail towel warmers, like the 
popular Avonmore. A best seller, 
this classic ladder rail complements 
any bathroom design, comes 
in white or chrome finish and is 
stocked in a range of sizes. Electric 
model also available. myson.co.uk

03. British Ceramic Tile’s collection 
of Mosaics illustrates how 
incredibly versatile the traditional 
design can be in the home. From 
stunning mother of pearl finishes, 
together with shimmering glass 
and iridescent effects, this new 
collection will transform your 
home. britishceramictile.com

04. Design your perfect bathroom 
on screen with the free Bathroom 
Styler App. Play with thousands 
of different bathroom design 
combinations before speaking to
a bathroom retailer and making
your final decision. 
bathroomstyler.co.uk

05. 01. Design Matters is an 
independent kitchen studio 
delivering superbly designed 
luxury kitchens, expertly fitted, with 
end to end project management 
and first class after sales service. 
Serving discerning clients and 
private developers across London 
and the Home Counties since 
1992. dmkbb.co.uk

06. Neolith is a sintered compact 
material and belongs to a new and 
revolutionary product category 
to be used in a variety of ways 
including worktops, splashbacks 
and tiles. QFD Ltd now stocks 
over 15 surface finishes of Neolith. 
Visit qfdistribution.co.uk

07. Bring the warmth of summer 
indoors with rich inviting Oyster 
Riven Slate.  Featuring tones 
of beige, golden sand, light 
greys and greens. Can be used 
internally and externally, suiting 
contemporary and traditional 
homes. mrs-stone-store.com

KITCHEN & BATHROOM STYLE SELECTOR... 

08. The Abode Linear Nero is a 
sophisticatedly tall monobloc tap 
with a chrome finish stand and slim 
handles which nestle comfortably 
on the stem of the tap. The extra 
slim black spout is completed 
with a highly polished chrome 
aerator. abode.eu

09. JIS Europe is the original 
100% stainless steel heated towel 
rail company. JIS is so confident 
that it gives a 25-year guarantee 
on all of its towel rails. Visit the 
website to see the full range. 
sussexrange.co.uk

10. Quartzforms engineered stone 
is the evolution of materials into 
a perfect surface, going one step 
further than natural stone. Its 
versatility, resistance and aesthetic 
appearance has won the trust of 
architects and designers worldwide. 
Visit qfdistribution.co.uk
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07. 08.
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NEXT MONTH

Kitchens
Grey
Think: cabinetry, painted 
finish, islands, stone 
worktops, gunmetal, 
appliances, light & dark, 
floor coverings, surfaces, 
charcoal, ceramic floors, 
wall tiles, neutral tones, 
slate, multi-toned…

S E E  Y O U  S O O N …

Utopia Kitchen & Bathroom
Coming up in August

Real Homes
Showerheads

News
Appliances 

Kitchens & Bathrooms
Wanderlust 

Think: holiday home envy, rustic Provencal, exotic, carefree, relaxed, 
travel-inspired, happy memories, personal, desirable, voyages, safaris, 

sightseeing, world-travel, geisha-style, globe-trotting flair…

August issue on sale � July ���5

Bathrooms
Transparency
Think: crystal clear, 
light reflecting, glass, 
see-through, frameless 
shower panels, sheer,
perspex, glass taps, 
sumptiuous baths, 
translucent, uplifting, 
on-show, sparkle…

+
���
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Purism. Sensuality. Intelligence.
To see what else bulthaup kitchens have to offer, please 
contact your local retail partner www.en.bulthaup.com/dealers

Bath, Belfast, Cheshire, Clerkenwell, 
Dublin, Edinburgh, Exeter, Glasgow, 
Holland Park, Mayfair, Oxford, Putney, 
Swindon, Winchester
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